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Secret Letters
"[A] striking debut" — BUSTLE "masterful use of language.Weiss' novel is a great suggestion for fans of the Big Stone Gap
books, by Adriana Trigiani, and Mitford series, by Jan Karon."—Booklist, STARRED Review He's gonna be sorry he ever
messed with me and Loretta Lynn Sadie Blue has been a wife for fifteen days. That's long enough to know she should have
never hitched herself to Roy Tupkin, even with the baby. Sadie is desperate to make her own mark on the world, but in
remote Appalachia, a ticket out of town is hard to come by, and hope often gets stomped out. When a stranger sweeps into
Baines Creek and knocks things off kilter, Sadie finds herself with an unexpected lifelineif she can just figure out how to use
it. This intimate insight into a fiercely proud, tenacious community unfolds through the voices of the forgotten folks of
Baines Creek. With a colorful cast of characters that each contribute a new perspective, IF THE CREEK DON'T RISE is a
debut novel bursting with heart, honesty, and homegrown grit.

Secret Letters
Sixteen-year-old Dora travels to London to meet Sherlock Holmes, who might be her biological father, and request his help
for her cousin who is being blackmailed over some stolen letters, but although Holmes dies before she arrives, a handsome
young detective comes to Dora's aid.

In 27 Days
From New York Times bestselling author Kate White comes a gripping novel about one woman’s dangerous quest to recover
lost memories someone would rather she never find. The key to her missing memories could bring relief—or unlock her
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worst nightmares. On a cold, rainy morning, finance journalist Ally Linden arrives soaked to the bone at her Manhattan
office, only to find that she’s forgotten her keycard. When her boss shows, he’s shocked to see her—because, he explains,
she hasn’t worked there in five years. Ally knows her name, but is having trouble coming up with much beyond that, though
after a trip to the psychiatric ER, she begins to piece together important facts: she lives on the Upper West Side; she’s now
a freelance journalist; she’s married to a terrific man named Hugh. More memories materialize and yet she still can’t recall
anything about the previous two days. Diagnosed as having experienced a dissociative state, she starts to wonder if it may
have been triggered by something she saw. Could she have witnessed an accident—or worse—had something happened to
her? Desperate for answers, Ally tries to track where she spent the missing days, but every detail she unearths points to an
explanation that’s increasingly ominous, and it’s clear someone wants to prevent her from learning where those forty-eight
hours went. In order to uncover the truth, Ally must dig deep into the secrets of her past—and outsmart the person who
seems determined to silence her.

Everything I Thought I Knew
The phenomenon of 'Cool Japan' is one of the distinctive features of global popular culture of the millennial age. A History of
Popular Culture in Japan provides the first historical and analytical overview of popular culture in Japan from its origins in
the 17th century to the present day, using it to explore broader themes of conflict, power, identity and meaning in Japanese
history. E. Taylor Atkins shows how Japan is one of the earliest sites for the development of mass-produced, marketoriented cultural products consumed by urban middle and working classes. The best-known traditional arts and culture of
Japan- no theater, monochrome ink painting, court literature, poetry and indigenous music-inhabited a world distinct from
that of urban commoners, who fashioned their own expressive forms and laid the groundwork for today's 'gross national
cool.' Popular culture was pivotal in the rise of Japanese nationalism, imperialism, militarism, postwar democracy and
economic development. Offering historiographical and analytical frameworks for understanding its subject, A History of
Popular Culture in Japan synthesizes the latest scholarship from a variety of disciplines. It is a vital resource for students of
Japanese cultural history wishing to gain a deeper understanding of Japan's contributions to global cultural heritage.

Happiness at Work
Have you been bad enough?

Croak
A teenage girl wonders if she’s inherited more than just a heart from her donor in this compulsively readable debut.
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Seventeen-year-old Chloe had a plan: work hard, get good grades, and attend a top-tier college. But after she collapses
during cross-country practice and is told that she needs a new heart, all her careful preparations are laid to waste. Eight
months after her transplant, everything is different. Stuck in summer school with the underachievers, all she wants to do
now is grab her surfboard and hit the waves—which is strange, because she wasn’t interested in surfing before her
transplant. (It doesn’t hurt that her instructor, Kai, is seriously good-looking.) And that’s not all that’s strange. There’s also
the vivid recurring nightmare about crashing a motorcycle in a tunnel and memories of people and places she doesn’t
recognize. Is there something wrong with her head now, too, or is there another explanation for what she’s experiencing?
As she searches for answers, and as her attraction to Kai intensifies, what she learns will lead her to question everything
she thought she knew—about life, death, love, identity, and the true nature of reality.

A History of Popular Culture in Japan
This enhanced edition features exclusive material and bonus content. In addition to the novel, this ebook includes: ‘Something Worth Doing’: the short story that inspired Code Name Verity, never before published in the UK - A filmed
interview with Elizabeth - Exclusive footage of Elizabeth Wein at The Shuttleworth Collection, home to some of the oldest
operational aircraft in the world - The Verity Collection: a fascinating documentary of Elizabeth’s personal collection of WW2
memorabilia Two young women become unlikely best friends during World War II, until one is captured by the Gestapo.
Only in wartime could a stalwart lass from Manchester rub shoulders with a Scottish aristocrat. But then a vital mission goes
wrong, and one of the friends has to bail out of a faulty plane over France. She is captured by the Gestapo and becomes a
prisoner of war. The story begins in “Verity”’s own words, as she writes her account for her captors.Truth or lies? Honour or
betrayal? Everything they've ever believed in is put to the test . . . A gripping thriller, Code Name Verity blends a work of
fiction into 20th century history with spine-tingling results. A book for young adults like no other. “This is a remarkable
book” Daily Mail

The Rights of Patients
Sophie Winters nearly died. Twice. The first time, she's fourteen, and escapes a near-fatal car accident with scars, a bum
leg, and an addiction to Oxy that'll take years to kick. The second time, she's seventeen, and it's no accident. Sophie and
her best friend Mina are confronted by a masked man in the woods. Sophie survives, but Mina is not so lucky. When the
cops deem Mina's murder a drug deal gone wrong, casting partial blame on Sophie, no one will believe the truth: Sophie
has been clean for months, and it was Mina who led her into the woods that night for a meeting shrouded in mystery. After
a forced stint in rehab, Sophie returns home to a chilly new reality. Mina's brother won't speak to her, her parents fear she'll
relapse, old friends have become enemies, and Sophie has to learn how to live without her other half. To make matters
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worse, no one is looking in the right places and Sophie must search for Mina's murderer on her own. But with every step,
Sophie comes closer to revealing all: about herself, about Mina???and about the secret they shared.

Dead To You
From the award-winning author of Rook comes a delicious and twisty tale, filled with spine-tingling intrigue, juicy romance,
and dangerous family secrets. When a rumor that her uncle is squandering away the family fortune surfaces, Katharine
Tulman is sent to his estate to have him committed to an asylum. But instead of a lunatic, Katharine discovers a genius
inventor with his own set of childlike rules, who is employing a village of nine hundred people rescued from the workhouses
of London. Katharine becomes torn between protecting her own livelihood and preserving the peculiar community she
grows to care for deeply -- a conflict made more complicated by her developing feelings for her uncle's handsome
apprentice. As the mysteries of the estate begin to unravel, it is clear that not only is her uncle's world at stake, but also the
state of England as Katharine knows it. With twists and turns at every corner, this extraordinary adventure will captivate
readers with its thrills and romance.

The Half-Orphan's Handbook
Style. Sabotage. Sisterhood. When Cate and Andie Sloane's Upper East Side dad met Stella and Lola Childs's British-model
mom, nobody thought a transatlantic relationship would last. But then their parents drop the M-bomb—marriage—and it
looks like Cate, Andie, Stella, and Lola are going to be one big happy family. Well, big anyway. Meet: Cate Sloane: She
dominates the ninth grade at exclusive Ashton Prep. Tantrum-prone and competitive, Cate would rather wear Laura Ashley
every day than be second best at anything. Luckily there's not a rival in sight. Yet. Andie Sloane: Twelve-year-old Andie
desperately wants to walk the runway. Her face is flawless, and boys flock to her like love-struck sheep. There's just one
leetle problem: She's only 4' 11". But with a new supermodel stepmom, she'll be voguing in no time. Right? Stella Childs:
With her take-charge attitude and a closet full of supermodel swag, Stella was the It Girl at her London middle school. She's
determined to rule Ashton Prep—even if that means dethroning the current queen bee. Can you say British Invasion? Lola
Childs: London boys called gawky Lola "Sticks," but she's got a new mission in Manhattan: boyfriend or bust! With the help
of her boy-magnet stepsister, Lola sets her sights on supercute Kyle Lewis. Too bad Kyle's only got eyes for . . . Andie.

Forgotten
An empty mind is a safe mind. Yulia's father always taught her to hide her thoughts and control her emotions to survive the
harsh realities of Soviet Russia. But when she's captured by the KGB and forced to work as a psychic spy with a mission to
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undermine the U.S. space program, she's thrust into a world of suspicion, deceit, and horrifying power. Yulia quickly realizes
she can trust no one--not her KGB superiors or the other operatives vying for her attention--and must rely on her own wits
and skills to survive in this world where no SEKRET can stay hidden for long.

Sing Me Forgotten
A graphic novel account of the race to construct the first atomic bomb and the decision to drop it, tracing the early
research, the heated debates, and profiles of forefront Manhattan Project contributors.

Trinity: A Graphic History of the First Atomic Bomb
Before he was freed by Neferet, Kalona was imprisoned within the earth for centuries because of the Darkness in his heart.
But what happened to the Other World’s Kalona? It’s as though he’s been forgotten, or maybe he never existed at all In the
present, Other Neferet may have left her House of Night, but she has far from given up her goal of immortality and world
domination. As she operates in secret to gain access to Old Magick, the new High Priestess, Anastasia Lankford, works
toward peace and acceptance for the vampyres of the Other World. But just as Other Kevin’s broken heart will take time to
heal, peace in that world will also take time and work—and not all of the Other World vampyres want peace. After all, why
should they return to being shunned by humans, especially when they’ve had a taste of how it feels to be in power?
Meanwhile, Zoey is desperate to help rid the Other World of Neferet once and for all, and not knowing what’s going on over
there is eating away at her. But, as the Nerd Herd warns, it’s far too dangerous to call on Old Magick time and again. As a
distraction, she throws herself into her work and attempts to bring the humans and vampyres of Tulsa closer together with
the first human-vampyre swim meet in history! It’s too bad that something always seems to go wrong whenever the stakes
are high. What happens when worlds clash and powers that should be left alone are awakened? Can Other Kevin and his
world heal from the wounds Neferet continues to inflict? Can Old Magick ever truly be harnessed and used for good? Or will
Darkness extinguish Light and leave our heroes broken, hopeless, and as forgotten as Kalona of the Silver Wings? Don’t
miss this second to last volume in the House of Night Other World saga!

Lock & Mori
Fed up with her wild behavior, sixteen-year-old Lex’s parents ship her off to upstate New York to live with her Uncle Mort for
the summer, hoping that a few months of dirty farm work will whip her back into shape. But Uncle Mort’s true occupation is
much dirtier than shoveling manure. He’s a Grim Reaper. And he’s going to teach Lex the family business. She quickly
assimilates into the peculiar world of Croak, a town populated by reapers who deliver souls from this life to the next. But
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Lex can’t stop her desire for justice—or is it vengeance?—whenever she encounters a murder victim, craving to stop the
attackers before they can strike again. Will she ditch Croak and go rogue with her reaper skills?

Cross My Heart
Inquisitive and observant, Dora dreams of escaping her aristocratic country life to solve mysteries alongside Sherlock
Holmes. So when she learns that the legendary detective might be her biological father, Dora jumps on the opportunity to
travel to London and enlist his help in solving the mystery of her cousin's ransomed love letters. But Dora arrives in London
to devastating news: Sherlock Holmes is dead. Her dreams dashed, Dora is left to rely on her wits-and the assistance of an
attractive yet enigmatic young detective-to save her cousin's reputation and help rescue a kidnapped heiress along the
way. Steeped in Victorian atmosphere and intrigue, this gripping novel heralds the arrival of a fresh new voice in young
adult literature.

The Age of Miracles
Now a Netflix original movie starring Millie Bobby Brown, Henry Cavill, and Helena Bonham Carter! Meet Enola Holmes,
teenaged girl turned detective and the younger sister to Sherlock Holmes. When Enola Holmes, sister to the detective
Sherlock Holmes, discovers her mother has disappeared, she quickly embarks on a journey to London in search of her. But
nothing can prepare her for what awaits. Because when she arrives, she finds herself involved in the kidnapping of a young
marquess, fleeing murderous villains, and trying to elude her shrewd older brothers—all while attempting to piece together
clues to her mother’s strange disappearance. Amid all the mayhem, will Enola be able to decode the necessary clues and
find her mother?

Petronella Saves Nearly Everyone
Venice, 1585. When 16-year-old Laura della Scala learns that her older sister, Beatrice, has drowned, she is given no time
to grieve. Instead, Laura's father removes her from the convent where he forcibly sent her years earlier and orders her to
marry Beatrice's fiancé, a repulsive old merchant named Vincenzo. Panicked, Laura betrays a powerful man to earn her way
into the Segreta, a shadowy society of women who deal in only one currency—secrets. The Segreta seems like the answer
to Laura's prayers. The day after she joins their ranks, Vincenzo is publicly humiliated and conveniently exiled. Soon,
however, Laura begins to suspect that her sister's death was not a tragic accident but a cold-blooded murder—one that
might involve the Segreta and the women she has come to trust.
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Secret Letters
Sharing the results of her four-year research journey in simple, jargon-free language, Pryce-Jones exposes the secrets of
being happy at work. Focuses on what happiness really means in a work context and why it matters to individuals and
organisations in both human and financial terms Equips readers with the information, knowledge and skills to make the
most of the nearly 100,000 hours that they'll spend at work over a lifetime Demystifies psychological research through a
fascinating array of anecdotes, case studies, and interviews from people in the trenches of the working world, including
business world-leaders, politicians, particle physicists, and philosophers, sheep farmers, waitresses, journalists, teachers,
and lawyers, to name just a few

Ultraviolet
An Ember in the Ashes meets Mask of Shadows in Emily Victoria's #ownvoices debut YA fantasy, an epic adventure full of
magic, rebellion, and finding where you truly belong.Orphaned and forced to serve her country's ruling group of scribes,
Karis wants nothing more than to find her brother, long ago shipped away. But family bonds don't matter to the Scriptorium,
whose sole focus is unlocking the magic of an ancient automaton army.In her search for her brother, Karis does the
seemingly impossible?she awakens a hidden automaton. Intelligent, with a conscience of his own, Alix has no idea why he
was made. Or why his father?their nation's greatest traitor?once tried to destroy the automatons.Suddenly, the Scriptorium
isn't just trying to control Karis; it's hunting her. Together with Alix, Karis must find her brother . . . and the secret that's
held her country in its power for centuries.

This Golden Flame
Hadley Jamison is shocked when she hears that her classmate, Archer Morales, has committed suicide. She didn’t know the
quiet, reserved guy very well, but that doesn’t stop her from feeling there was something she could have done to help him.
Hoping to find some sense of closure, Hadley attends Archer’s funeral. There, Hadley is approached by a man who calls
himself Death and offers her a deal. If Hadley accepts, she will be sent back 27 days in time to prevent Archer from killing
himself. But when Hadley agrees to Death’s terms and goes back to right the past, she quickly learns her mission is harder
than she ever could have known. Hadley soon discovers Archer’s reasons for being alone, and Archer realizes that having
someone to confide in isn’t as bad as he’d always thought. But when a series of dangerous accidents starts pushing them
apart, Hadley must decide whether she is ready to risk everything—including her life—to keep Archer safe. From awardwinning Wattpad author Alison Gervais (HonorInTheRain) comes In 27 Days, a story of redemption, first love, and the
strength it takes to change the future.
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Tattoo Atlas
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar, basketball legend and the NBA's alltime leading scorer, champions a lineup of little-known AfricanAmerican inventors in this lively, kid-friendly book. Did you know that James West invented the microphone in your cell
phone? That Fred Jones invented the refrigerated truck that makes supermarkets possible? Or that Dr. Percy Julian
synthesized cortisone from soy, easing untold people’s pain? These are just some of the black inventors and innovators
scoring big points in this dynamic look at several unsung heroes who shared a desire to improve people’s lives. Offering
profiles with fast facts on flaps and framed by a funny contemporary story featuring two feisty twins, here is a nod to the
minds behind the gamma electric cell and the ice-cream scoop, improvements to traffic lights, open-heart surgery, and
more — inventors whose ingenuity and perseverance against great odds made our world safer, better, and brighter. Back
matter includes an authors’ note and sources.

American Radicals
Orphaned by the Border Wars, Alina Starkov is taken to become the protegâe of the mysterious Darkling, who trains her to
join the magical elite in the belief that she is the Sun Summoner, who can destroy the monsters of the Fold.

Sekret
Double standards are about to get singled out. As a lead reporter for The Warrior Weekly, Eden has covered her fair share
of stories at St. Joseph's High School. And when intimate pictures of seven female students are anonymously emailed to the
entire school, Eden is determined to get to the bottom of it. In tracking down leads, Eden is shocked to discover not
everyone agrees the students are victims. Some people feel the girls "brought it on themselves." Even worse, the school's
administration seems more concerned about protecting its reputation than its students. With the anonymous sender
threatening more emails, Eden finds unlikely allies: the seven young women themselves. Banding together to find the
perpetrator, the tables are about to be turned. The Slut Squad is fighting back! Natalie Walton's empowering and sparky
debut is a feminist mystery story - perfect for fans of A Good Girl's Guide to Murder and Netflix's Sex Education.

Sloane Sisters
A teenager struggles through physical loss to the start of acceptance in an absorbing, artful novel at once honest and
insightful, wrenching and redemptive. (Age 12 and up) On a sunny day in June, at the beach with her mom and brother,
fifteen-year-old Jane Arrowood went for a swim. And then everything -- absolutely everything -- changed. Now she’s
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counting down the days until she returns to school with her fake arm, where she knows kids will whisper, "That’s her -that’s Shark Girl," as she passes. In the meantime there are only questions: Why did this happen? Why her? What about her
art? What about her life? In this striking first novel, Kelly Bingham uses poems, letters, telephone conversations, and
newspaper clippings to look unflinchingly at what it’s like to lose part of yourself - and to summon the courage it takes to
find yourself again.

The Dark Unwinding
A rollicking, character-driven narrative history about the nineteenth-century radicals--from Fanny Wright and Henry David
Thoreau to John Brown and William Lloyd Garrison--who demanded that the United States live up to its revolutionary ideals,
and what their successes and failures can teach us today July 4, 1826, marked a turning point for the young United States.
Even as Americans lit firecrackers to celebrate their country's fiftieth birthday, both John Adams and Thomas Jefferson were
on their deathbeds. They left behind a country with a solid political system and a growing economy--as well as increasing
political division over slavery, which still tarnished the "land of the free." Luckily, a new generation of political thinkers was
ready to take up the mantle and finish the revolution the Founding Fathers had started. They were men and women, black
and white, fiercely devoted to a variety of causes that put them outside the mainstream- from the brilliant heiress Fanny
Wright, whose choice to speak in front of mixed-gender crowds created almost as much scandal as her calls to destroy the
institution of marriage; to the radical abolitionist William Lloyd Garrison, whose nonviolent principles would be tested as the
conflict over slavery pushed the nation to its breaking point; to the black nationalist Martin Delany, who smuggled escaped
slaves across the Canadian border and funded John Brown's raid on Harpers Ferry--only to ally himself with Southern
Confederates after the Civil War. Tracing the period from 1824 to Reconstruction, American Radicals- How NineteenthCentury Counterculture Shaped the Nation rediscovers these largely forgotten figures, and others, in all their heroism and
complexity, and in so doing adds to our understanding of an often neglected but crucial period in America's stop-and-go
journey toward living up to its promises. The result is a surprising, panoramic work of narrative history, one that offers
important lessons for today's generation of radicals and resisters.

Shark Girl
In the follow-up to Abbi Glines’s #1 New York Times bestseller Until Friday Night—which bestselling author Kami Garcia
called “tender, honest, and achingly real”—three teens from a small southern town are caught in a dramatic love triangle.
Willa can’t erase the bad decisions of her past that led her down the path she’s on now. But she can fight for forgiveness
from her family. And she can protect herself by refusing to let anyone else get close to her. High school quarterback and
town golden boy Brady used to be the best of friends with Willa—she even had a crush on him when they were kids. But
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that’s all changed now: her life choices have made her a different person from the girl he used to know. Gunner used to be
friends with Willa and Brady, too. He too is larger than life and a high school football star—not to mention that his family
basically owns the town of Lawton. He loves his life, and doesn’t care about anyone except himself. But Willa is the
exception—and he understands the girl she’s become in a way no one else can. As secrets come to light and hearts are
broken, these former childhood friends must face the truth about growing up and falling in love…even if it means losing
each other forever.

What Color Is My World?
Almost seventeen-year-old Alison, who has synesthesia, finds herself in a psychiatric facility accused of killing a classmate
whose body cannot be found.

Your Voice Is All I Hear
"I was the one he trusted. I was the one he loved, the only one who believed him, even when his own mother had locked
him up and thrown away the key. And now, I was going to pass down the white tiled hallway, knock on his doctor's office
door, slam his secret notebook on her desk and make her read it, make her understand what he was hiding, make her see
what only I had seen." April won't let Jonah go without a fight. He's her boyfriend-her best friend. She'll do anything to keep
him safe. But as Jonah slips into a dark depression, trying to escape the traumatic past that haunts him, April is torn. To
protect Jonah, she risks losing everything: family, friends, an opportunity to attend a prestigious music school. How much
must she sacrifice? And will her voice be loud enough to drown out the dissenters-and the ones in his head?

Have You Seen Me?
For fans of John Green and Emily X.R. Pan, The Half-Orphan’s Handbook is a coming-of-age story and an empathetic,
authentic exploration of grief with a sharp sense of humor and a big heart. It’s been three months since Lila lost her father
to suicide. Since then, she’s learned to protect herself from pain by following two unbreakable rules: 1. The only people who
can truly hurt you are the ones you love. Therefore, love no one. 2. Stay away from liars. Liars are the worst. But when Lila’s
mother sends her to a summer-long grief camp, it’s suddenly harder for Lila to follow these rules. Potential new friends and
an unexpected crush threaten to drag her back into life for the first time since her dad’s death. On top of everything,
there’s more about what happened that Lila doesn’t know, and facing the truth about her family will be the hardest part of
learning how a broken heart can love again. An Imprint Book
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Those Kinds of Girls
How far would you go to protect the ones you love? Rain has taken care of Ethan all of their lives. Before she even knew
what autism meant, she was her twin brother's connection to the world around him. Each day with Ethan is unvarying and
predictable, and Rain takes comfort in being the one who holds their family together. It's nice to be needed—to be the
center of someone's world. If only her longtime crush, Liam, would notice her too Then one night, her life is upended by a
mistake she can't undo. Suddenly Rain's new romance begins to unravel along with her carefully constructed rules. Rain
isn't used to asking for help—and certainly not from Ethan. But the brother she's always protected is the only one who can
help her. And letting go of the past may be the only way for Rain to hold onto her relationships that matter most.

The Case of the Missing Marquess
Isda does not exist. At least not beyond the opulent walls of the opera house. Cast into a well at birth for being one of the
magical few who can manipulate memories when people sing, she was saved by Cyril, the opera house’s owner. Since that
day, he has given her sanctuary from the murderous world outside. All he asks in return is that she use her power to keep
ticket sales high—and that she stay out of sight. For if anyone discovers she survived, Isda and Cyril would pay with their
lives. But Isda breaks Cyril’s cardinal rule when she meets Emeric Rodin, a charming boy who throws her quiet, solitary life
out of balance. His voice is unlike any she’s ever heard, but the real shock comes when she finds in his memories hints of a
way to finally break free of her gilded prison. Haunted by this possibility, Isda spends more and more time with Emeric,
searching for answers in his music and his past. But the price of freedom is steeper than Isda could ever know. For even as
she struggles with her growing feelings for Emeric, she learns that in order to take charge of her own destiny, she must
become the monster the world tried to drown in the first place.

Shadow and Bone
You would think Petronella’s sixteenth birthday would be cause for celebration. After all, fashionable friends are arriving at
her country estate near London, teas are being served, and her coming out party promises to be a resplendent affair.
Everything is falling nicely into place, until, suddenly—it isn’t. For Petronella discovers that her guardian, Uncle Augustus T.
Percival, has developed a most unVictorian compulsion: He must eat bugs. Worse still, because he is her guardian, Uncle
Augustus is to attend her soiree and his current state will most definitely be an embarrassment. During the festivities, when
Petronella would much rather be sharing pleasantries with handsome Lord James Sinclair (swoon), important guests are
disappearing, kidnapping notes are appearing, many of the clues are insects, and Uncle Augustus is surreptitiously
devouring evidence. It’s more than one sixteen-year-old girl should have to deal with. But, truth be told, there is far more
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yet to come . . .

The Stranger in Our Home
In modern-day London, sixteen-year-old Miss James "Mori" Moriarty is looking for an escape from her recent past and
spiraling home life when she takes classmate Sherlock Holmes up on his challenge to solve a murder mystery.

Heart of Glass
A young aristocrat discovers she is a famous detective's daughter and sets out to prove herself a worthy heir in this
intrigue-, romance-, and action-packed debut novel.

Code Name Verity
Ethan was abducted when he was just seven. Now, aged sixteen, he's finally back home. It's a miracle - at first. But as the
tensions build and his family starts to crack again, can Ethan unearth the buried memory that holds the key to it all?

Far From You
Pursued by power-hungry Prentiss and mad minister Aaron, young Todd and Viola set out across New World searching for
answers about his colony's true past and seeking a way to warn the ship bringing hopeful settlers from Old World.

Rules of Rain
George Annas, America's leading proponent of patient rights, spells them out for you in this revised, up-to-date edition of
his groundbreaking classic. Thorough, comprehensive, and easy to follow-using a question-and-answer format in much of
the text-The Rights of Patients explores all aspects of becoming an informed patient: • hospital organization • hospital rules
• emergency treatment • admission and discharge • the patient rights movement • informed consent • surgery •
obstetrical care • human experimentation and research • privacy and confidentiality • care of the dying • death, autopsy,
and organ donation • medical malpractice.

Under the Lights
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NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY People ∙ O: The Oprah Magazine ∙ Financial Times ∙ Kansas City Star ∙
BookPage ∙ Kirkus Reviews ∙ Publishers Weekly ∙ Booklist NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER “A stunner.”—Justin Cronin “It’s
never the disasters you see coming that finally come to pass—it’s the ones you don’t expect at all,” says Julia, in this
spellbinding novel of catastrophe and survival by a superb new writer. Luminous, suspenseful, unforgettable, The Age of
Miracles tells the haunting and beautiful story of Julia and her family as they struggle to live in a time of extraordinary
change. On an ordinary Saturday in a California suburb, Julia awakes to discover that something has happened to the
rotation of the earth. The days and nights are growing longer and longer; gravity is affected; the birds, the tides, human
behavior, and cosmic rhythms are thrown into disarray. In a world that seems filled with danger and loss, Julia also must
face surprising developments in herself, and in her personal world—divisions widening between her parents, strange
behavior by her friends, the pain and vulnerability of first love, a growing sense of isolation, and a surprising, rebellious new
strength. With crystalline prose and the indelible magic of a born storyteller, Karen Thompson Walker gives us a
breathtaking portrait of people finding ways to go on in an ever-evolving world. “Gripping drama . . . flawlessly written; it
could be the most assured debut by an American writer since Jennifer Egan’s Emerald City.”—The Denver Post “Pure
magnificence.”—Nathan Englander “Provides solace with its wisdom, compassion, and elegance.”—Curtis Sittenfeld
“Riveting, heartbreaking, profoundly moving.”—Kirkus Reviews (starred review) Look for special features inside. Join the
Circle for author chats and more.

The Knife of Never Letting Go
"After Franklin commits a horrific crime and is sent to a special lab for rehabilitation, only Jeremy believes that Franklin
might actually be betterbut when crimes start up again in their small town, Jeremy begins to wonder if evil can ever truly be
quelled"--

If the Creek Don't Rise
In Renaissance Venice, Laura's marriage to Roberto is thrown into chaos when he is accused of murder, while the Segreta
are under threat from the Doge's army, and loyalties are sorely tested.
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